
REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS

of outstanding merit to the always interesting and difficult problems of the
interrelation of mind and brain. It contained an amazing amount of neuro-
logical material of precisely that kind of which the student of organic neurology
rather tends to fight shy, inasmuch as it is concerned with Grenzgebiete into
which he gropes his way with some hesitation. W"hat pleased most in connexion
therewith was the approach of the author strictly from the neurological, as
opposed to the psychological side, yet the book was conspicuous for its fairness
and for its obvious sympathy with the standpoint of the student of mind.
The book has served as an introduction to the problems mentioned above
second to none, in the reviewer's experience, for its combination of organisation
of data with ability to draw therefrom conclusions of both neurological and
psychological import-a feature conspicuously wanting in many more am-
bitious productions.

On the whole, Mr. Ogden's translation reads easily and follows the original
not slavishly but with sufficient closeness, when allowance is made for idioniatic
differences. Yet some comment seems worth while. It is regrettable that the
translator uises the word ' medullary ' instead of spinal ' as an equivalent
for the French `medullaire,' since the English student is familiar with
medullarv ' as standing for 'bulbar ' (we use the term medulla almost entirelv

in reference to the medulla oblongata). Prickly pain' cannot be considered
a proper rendering of ' douleur a la piqure,' and 'median' for 'mesial' is
similarly apt to be misunderstood. On the median si(le there is evidently a
confusion of the two lateral innervations, each corresponding to a decuissation
of the hemisphere," is a faulty translation of il y a e'videmment, sur cette
r6erion me'diane, un enichlev etrement des deux innervations laterales corre-
spondant chacune 'a l'hemisphere croise." However, these and various other
imperfections do not detract from the worth of the translation as a whole,
and can in no way, of course, impair the value of the book.

S. A. K. W.

Ueber Kongenitale Wortblindheit (angeborene Leseschwaiche). By
Dr. FRITZ BACHMANN, Munich. With 4 illustrations. Berlin: S. Karger.
1927. Pp. 72. Price M. 4.20.'

ANY contribution calculated to throw some light on the still obscure problem
of the child who is congenitallv word-blind is welcoine. Dr. Bachmann's
slender brochure deserves attention, although he has not been able to
elucidate the essential nature of the condition better than those who have
preceded him, nor has he. so far as w,e have noticed, given full consideration
to the recent work of Orton on the subject, referring solely to a now somewhat
old communication by that author. The accounts of Dr. Bachmann's personal
cases are descriptive rather than analyNtic, and have their value. Accordiig
to him, the chief features of the condition mav be summed up as follo-s:
inability to associate correctly the individual letters forming a given vord,
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taking the form both of defect in arranging them properly for writing or com-
bining the letter-sounds into the wvord for purposes of reading. In addition,
failure to find the right sound of a wor(d in p)ronomncing its parts, its correct
word-melody,' is usually noticed, anid also failure to gras) the symbolic meaning

of the word. OInc more, speech-feeling is fauilty, thereb,v being signifie(
the 'natural ' effort to 111(ild wor(Is into a sentenrce an(l to arrange them in the
way that correspon(ds to the speech customs of the nationality of the individuial
concerned.

Dr. Bachmann dismisses as pure conjectures all previous efforts to
correlate the condition with lesionis of specific, localisable. cerebral mechanisms,
since apparently no autopsy on suich a case has uip to the present been con-
duieted. That a definite coinexioni nevertheless between struicture anid fuinction
is likely appears from the fact of the inheritance of wor(l-blindness in some
families, as reported by Hinsheivood and b) Stephenson.

Psychology and Ethnology. By- W. H. R. RIVERS. International Librarv
of Psychology. Philosophy an(d Scientific Method. London: Kegan
Pa,ul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd. 1926. Pp. 324. Price 15s.

THIS is a collection of essays on psyclhology and ethnology. In the psvchological
sectioin perhaps the most interesting are those on Freuid's concept of the censor-
ship, which Rivers tries to bring into line Nith the control of the cortex over
lower centres, and on the primitive conception of death. The failure of the
primitive to distinguish betw-een those whom he thinks ought to be dead and
those who are dead is a (lecidedlv! fascinating quiestion and oine w%hich might
be introduced into more cutltuire(d societv.

In the ethnological section there are several interesting papers on customs
and cultuire in Polyvnesia. Professor Elliot Smith contributtes an introduction.
in which he draws attention to Rivers's poNx'ers of apply-ing his knowN-ledIge in
one department, to clarifv his iinvestigations in another.

The papers as a whole come pl) to the standardl w-e have learnt to expect
from the late Dr. Rivers an(d thc ptublishers arc to b)e congratuilated in pre-
senting this further coilection of hiis work.

R. G. G.

Les Differentes Formes de I'Arsenicisine. By Professor KARL PETREN,
Lund, Sweden. Paris: Aasson et Cie. 1926. Pp. 128',. Price not
stated.

THIS little book deals mailylV w-ith the questioni of chronic arsenical poisoninxg
due to contaminiation arising out of donmestic, as opposed to industrial, colitact,
and therefore with an aspect of the subject of somle im-portance andl hitherto
to a large extent ratther neglected. Some tinie ago a qutestionnaire was sent
rotund to the physicians of Sweden beaiiiig oIn the (le7elo)mrent, of arsenical
poisoning from suichl sources as (loinestic utensils, wall lecorationls, anid others
Qonnected with the d(wellings of the persons concerned, andl much uisefuil in.
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